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Business Plan

Company Statement

C-CUBE provides one-stop retail
assistance to tenants of the shelf
spaces – approachable, interesting, fun and trendy will be the way
C-CUBE aligns its strategy with
the tenants needs.

Vision

C-cube visualizes itself to be the
leading retail platform for uprising businessmen and entrepreneurs with the edge of low startup costs, personalize marketing
strategies and friendly customer
service.

Mission

C-CUBE will be a space rental
shop providing successful marketing strategies and online retail
service for the clients. C-CUBE
aims to provide quality services to
clients and provide professional
customer service to consumers in
a friendly environment.
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The place where you can sell with ease.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

C-CUBE is a space rental shop offering shelf space for the public to
sell their items at a low rental.
The shop will be located in Ang Mo
Kio, Singapore, catering to the middle and lower-earnings consumers
who wants to be their own boss but
lack in funds and experience.
In addition to offering low rental shelf
spaces, the consumers will enjoy
value-added services such as personalize marketing strategies and
cyber-retailing.

The sales team will also promotes the products displayed with friendly and
knowledgeable customer service skills.
This business plan is prepared in order to obtain an extra finance loan in the
amount of S$50,000 to purchase company assets and to help cover operation
expenses in the first year of operations. C-CUBE is also asking for a credit line
of S$20,000 to be used as necessary in low cash flow periods. Frankie Chew
and Jeannie Toh are partners who will co-own and operate the business together as a team. The partners will invest an amount of S$30,000 in cash as
an equity investment to be used for start-up costs, equipment purchases, and
operating capital.
The figures forecasted in this plan are very conservative compared to a similar
business now operating in Singapore. Both Frankie Chew and Jeannie Toh
had observed the strengths and weaknesses of this shop and are convinced
that it can be done better.
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To develop C-CUBE into the most
established space rental shop for
aspiring entrepreneurs and businessman in Singapore.
To maintain a gross profit margin
above 40% after the second year.
To acquire high rental occupancy
rate by the end of the first year being recognized for the personalized
marketing service and friendly customer services.
To achieve a substantial net profit by
the end of 2010.

Values

Promote products to the chosen
target audience via good marketing
strategies
Provide friendly customer service.
Establish excellent landlord/tenant
relations in order to retain tenants.
Advertise and promote our store immediately to take advantage of the
current economy crisis.

Executive Summary

Objectives

Continuously review our sales and
marketing strategies in order to meet
the potential customers’ preferences
based on detailed records.
Constantly adjust our rates in order
to be competitive and attractive to
the customers.
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Others are selling...

... Why aren’t you?

Located in Ang Mo Kio, Singapore, C-CUBE will cater to individuals who are
interested in getting experience as a businessman but do not have sufficient
funds and experience. Consumers will be in for a variety of products display
in the shop and selling at a low to middle range pricing.
The partners intend to expand the business by carefully building a strong
customer database and provide advices to their products they wish to sell.
C-CUBE acknowledges the importance to offer personal customer support
and services to achieve our business philosophy.

Company Summary

C-CUBE is proposed to be a partnership company operated by Frankie
Chew and Jeannie Toh and is a newly established space rental shop offering
shelf spaces for uprising entrepreneurs and businessmen.
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retailing.

Another reason for the name C-CUBE
is that when the consumers can relate
C-CUBE as “see CUBE”. Physically
when consumers shop in C-CUBE,
they are actually viewing items in
CUBE-like shelves.
C-CUBE eventually wants to get
the public to make statements such
as “let’s go see what’s new at the
cubes”.

Corporate Identity

C-CUBE is an acronym derived from
the main services the company wants
to provide for its customers – Creativity, Credibility and Cyber-

Corporate Colors

One of the C-CUBE attributes is Cyber-retailing. Also as a lifestyle shop, C-CUBE
will be expecting high-technology products brought in by clients. Therefore the
turquoise color is also included as it is a technology color.
C-CUBE aims to be a lifestyle store where consumers can get items to improve
their environment. C-CUBE is different from its competitors because C-CUBE emphasize on quality and marketing of its clients’ products. Thus a bright green is
included in the company colors.

Corporate Logo

The above is a combination mark whereby the company name is spilt into words and
symbol. The “C” is designed in stroke-style while the “CUBE” is from the Bell Gothic
Standard font type.
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C-CUBE has the tagline “Be Your
Own Boss” as that’s the kind of concept C-CUBE is providing for its clients. C-CUBE manages the clients’
products, the marketing concepts,
provide the sales team and above
all is the growth of profits for its clients.In another words, C-CUBE will
be a one-stop retail assistance service provider. Combining the tagline
with the logo, hence the birth of CCUBE’s signature.

Corporate Identity

Corporate Signature

Concept

The corporate logo and signature is conceptualized to display C-CUBE’s character and personality. The stroke-style “C” is to represent the personal touch
for all our clients. This key unique selling proposition will greatly differentiate
C-CUBE from the competitors.
The C and B in “CUBE” are placed within squares. An exact representation
that clients’ products will also be placed in square-like shelves. Although the
concept of rental space is widely used in current market, in order to differentiate C-CUBE, the square-like shelves will also be a differentiation and a great
advantage for consumers to remember C-CUBE and its cute square shelves.
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Frankie Chew Kim Siong

Jeannie Toh Jing Ting

Male

Female

35 years of age

24 years of age

Diploma in Graphic Design

Diploma in Business
Information Technology

Chinese

Advanced Diploma in
Multimedia Design
Golden Pagoda Buddhist Temple
Creative Manager
(1999 – To Date)

Chinese

Advanced Diploma in
Graphic Design

Company Ownership

C-CUBE will begin operations as a partnership company. The company will
be co-owned by Frankie Chew and Jeannie Toh.

SAF
Signal Combat Specialist
(2005 – To Date)
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In order for C-CUBE to begin operations, the planning of company structure
must be determined at the start. The following is the minimum requirement for
the start-up of C-CUBE.
This personnel planning also defines the roles and responsibilities of the individual department. Alterations to the roles and responsibilities will be made according to the growth of C-CUBE and the expansion of later days.

Company Structure

C-CUBE is not only a retail business but also a branding company. The branding of every item and clients of C-CUBE is the unique selling point. Hence at the
start-up phase an Operations Director and a Marketing Director will manage CCUBE.
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C-CUBE is a service-oriented company. Therefore it is important for the operations director to overlook the entire
operations of the company.
Operations in this company include
the maintenance of the storefront, the
manpower required, the logistics of all
clients’ items and the tracking of the
relevant necessities for the operation
of C-CUBE.

on storage space due to the small
storefront. Therefore, the logistics department has to communicate with
purchasing department to prevent
overloading of goods for storage.
Another main responsibility of the
logistics department is to communicate with the clients of C-CUBE regarding the amount of goods to be
kept for storage, as C-CUBE has to
be fair to all its clients.

Purchasing

Human Resource

With the retail storefront, C-CUBE will
be expecting a lot of purchases for the
sales and operations. Purchases such
as paper bags, the invoices, the company cards, the price tags, employees’
uniform and etc.
The purchasing department not only
purchases the relevant items, but also
has to consider the pricing, the quality
and the goodwill of the company CCUBE that is purchasing from.

Logistics

Logistics department has to work
hand in hand with the purchasing department. Especially when C-CUBE is
a new company, there will be an issue

All company main assets will be its
manpower. With only one storefront
at the start-up phase, C-CUBE does
not need a lot of manpower for the
entire company. However there must
be a substantial number of permanent staff and a number of part-time
sales personnel.
Human resource department not only
has to consider the number of manpower required but also the amount
of funds available for the salaries for
the whole company. At the start-up
phase, C-CUBE will be expecting a
very small number of staff, as all of
the staff will have to be multi-tasking.

Company Structure - Operations

Operations Director
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The marketing director holds an important responsibility of positioning
C-CUBE. The position of C-CUBE is
not only a good logo design but also
the entire brand management of CCUBE.
Brand management must be consistent throughout the entire company,
from the owners of C-CUBE to the
part-timers in the sales team, every single staff of C-CUBE have to
be very clear and firm regarding the
brand, the values, the vision and the
mission of C-CUBE.

Accounting

The accounting department has the
main responsibility to track the profit
and loss of C-CUBE. Besides the
profit and loss, the daily financial activities of C-CUBE have to be monitored and follow closely by the department as well.
According to the law of Singapore
government, C-CUBE will be required to be audited both internally
and externally. Due to this requirement, the accounting department
therefore has to constantly keep the

ledgers in clear and concise manner. Not only aids the auditing process but also helps to keep track
of the accounting process anytime
desired.

Marketing

One of C-CUBE unique selling
proposition is the personalized
marketing strategy for individual
client. Therefore in order to assist
the clients of C-CUBE, the marketing department has to constantly
be aware of the marketing trend
and the needs of the consumers.
As C-CUBE will be expecting a
wide variety of goods, the marketing department will have to constantly familiarize themselves with
the items that will eventually be
displayed in C-CUBE.
According to the target segment
of C-CUBE, the marketing department has to also consider the
medium and costs for individual
client. The advices provided from
the marketing department must be
given appropriately and according
to the clients’ ability and requirements.

Company Structure - Marketing

Marketing Director
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According to the market analysis for C-CUBE, the market segmentation is
targeted at consumers who prefer to shop in neighborhood areas. Another
advantage for neighborhood location will be the lower rental costs compared
to shopping hotspots such as Orchard Road.
Among all neighborhood areas, Ang Mo Kio is very populated and developed
as a satellite neighborhood. C-CUBE targeting at middle-income executives
and consumers that are of low-middle income earners, Ang Mo Kio is a
residential that has a lot of the mentioned consumers. With high residential
occupancy and high shopping traffic, it is one very good location for retail
business.

Proposed Location

The most desirable location C-CUBE has found is in Ang Mo Kio Central
located at Ang Mo Kio Central 1.
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Be Your Own Boss...

... The Art of Delegation.
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Primary Services

C-CUBE main earnings are from
shelf space rental within a storefront. Although rental is the main
revenue, C-CUBE only intends to
charge competitive or even lower
rates, as it is one of the marketing
strategy.

Secondary Services

C-CUBE will include an online portal with pictures for the clients’
products in order for consumers to
purchase or reserve clients’ products at anytime, any day and anywhere.

Value-Adding Services

Most products that are displayed
in C-CUBE are expected to be
package shabbily. In order to better market the products, C-CUBE
will come out with marketing strategies and packaging personalize
for the items brought in by the clients. However C-CUBE will charge
a commission fee for individual
item.

Services Summary

C-CUBE plans to provide shelf
space service with a difference
compared to the current competitors. C-CUBE values the clients’ opinions and desire to sell
their items to the consumer in the
shorted possible time. Thus CCUBE do not only provide a shelf
space for rent but also a marketing team to assist the client with
the marketing strategies and an
online portal to sell their items.

The current consumers are more
educated; therefore credibility of a
product and the flexibility of sales
will improve the trust of the consumers. C-CUBE understands the
trend therefore will guarantee a 30days return policy for consumers
who have second thoughts on the
item bought.
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Success beginsTODAY.
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The ideal customers for C-CUBE will be:
Middle class
25 – 35 years of age
Educated
Minimum salary of S$30,000 p.a.
Sensitive to market demands
Value-conscious
Quality-conscious
Understand the importance of good
marketing strategies
Besides the above segmented customers,
C-CUBE will also be targeting at students
from secondary schools and polytechnics.
The reason is that the current education
system is focusing a lot of entrepreneurship education. Schools are not only organizing internal competitions but also nation
wide challengers. In fact, there are similar
competitions on free to air television programs.

Target Audience Personality Profile
(TAPP)
Daryl is a 29 years old male working in the
accounting trade. His monthly income is
$3,000 and he is planning to get married by
the end of the year. Daryl does not own a car
but prefers to travel by the train and public
buses. He prefers to shop at neighborhood
shopping malls instead of going to the Orchard shopping district, as he prefers less
crowded areas.
Branded goods are not a necessity in his
daily purchase because he believes quality goods do not equal to price. For his daily
meals, Daryl dines at food centers. Occasionally, he dines at middle range restaurants such as New York New York. He listens
to YES933, watches free to air television programs and reads The Straits Times on a daily
basis. Daryl only watches movies at Golden
Village cinemas weekly. Due to his hectic
lifestyle as an accountant, he rarely travels
overseas. The last location he went was
Bangkok, Thailand.

Market Analysis Summary

According to the current economy crisis,
more and more executives are moving towards selling products in their homes via
Internet or Classified advertising in order
to make an extra income at the flexibility
of their time. However, in order to improve
the sales situation, their products should
be displayed at a storefront for consumers’
interaction.

Daryl is currently an active eBay user and had
many successful transactions selling away
his personal items. However he wishes to
increase his income by selling more items in
order to fund for his wedding.
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C-CUBE has an edge over the current
competitors by providing personalize
marketing strategies by in–house marketing team. The strategies will include
personalize packaging, market targeting and marketing collaterals for the
items displayed.
Being only a rental space, aspiring businessman will not be burdened by the
high start-up costs required for a normal storefront and the salaries of hiring
sales team. As C-CUBE possess the
concept of short-term leasing, clients
will have the freedom of changing locations when the lease is over. The only
charges C-CUBE is getting from the
clients will be the low rental fees and
commission from item sold.
C-CUBE provides higher flexibility to
clients, as there are no rigid rules and
regulations. Being located at a neighborhood, we will attract a wide range of
consumers. This is a definite advantage
to clients that wish to display a wider
range of items.
Besides this, all items intended to be
display in C-CUBE will be checked before the personalize packaging in order
to guarantee the consumer the condi-

tion of the item. Therefore C-CUBE
adopted the Guaranteed Goods Policy with a 30 days return policy.

Weaknesses

C-CUBE being a new company
will not be as established as compare to order retail shops. In fact
most of the items that will be display may only be attracting a niche
market segment. These will be the
worries of C-CUBE at the current
situation.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Another weakness of C-CUBE includes the inability to have guaranteed suppliers, resulting in empty
shelves or similar items sold at different shelves.
The marketing team can only
monitor daily sales figure unlike
other bigger establishments where
monthly, yearly figures can be forecasted. This is due to the short-term
lease and short product lifespan
that will be dependable solely on
the clients.
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Currently due to the economic crisis,
most businesses are evading high losses and costs incurred during the market-testing period for a new product.
C-CUBE thus can be a safer approach
to this phase as the required funds are
much lower. Individuals who are selling their items via Internet or Classified
advertisements should also bring their
items to C-CUBE in order to widen their
market segment. As C-CUBE is targeting the middle and low spending market segment, the pricing of items will
thus be more reasonable compared to
the bigger establishments.
The consumers of the current situation
are more aware of the outlook for products and have a higher expectation of
the items they buy. C-CUBE understands this mentality therefore works
extra hard to develop personalize marketing strategies. Items sold from a
storefront will gain better confidence
from the market as compared to the
Internet or from one’s residential unit.
The items sold will be directly linked to
C-CUBE, thus C-CUBE will constantly
maintain and improve its image and positioning in the market.

There is an increase of entrepreneurs
due to low employment rate and the
rise in entrepreneurship education in
the schools. With so many aspiring
businessmen available, C-CUBE will
only be a good start for them. C-CUBE
not only provides them the advantage
of low start-up costs but also the important experience and knowledge obtained during their rental in the store.

SWOT Analysis

Opportunities

Threats

C-CUBE being a small-medium enterprise, unable to have large quantities
of stock for each items at one time.
Consumers might have to wait a couple of days if the available stock is in
the client possession.
Unlike bigger establishments, CCUBE cannot allow perishables to be
displayed in the shop, as C-CUBE is
unable to guarantee the freshness of
the perishables.
There will be a lesser variety of goods
available to the consumers as compared to bigger establishments such
as Metro, Isetan, OG, etc.
21

Fill the Emptiness
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However in order to begin conceptualization, C-CUBE will
has to determined the product, price, plan and placement for
the strategies to take place. In reference to the above TAPP,
C-CUBE should consider having marketing communications
strategies implemented around Ang Mo Kio, free-to-air television channels and also free papers such as Today.
C-CUBE had come out with relevant marketing strategies according to the Integrated Marketing Communications timeline whereby consumers will be aware of the positioning of
C-CUBE.
The entire campaign will be carried out over a period of 14
months; 7 months of establishment of C-CUBE and another
7 months to further stablize C-CUBE. The total expenses of
this campaign will not be exceeding 30% of the company’s
funds.

Strategies and Implementation Summary

In order to create awareness for C-CUBE, appropriate strategies and marketing activities must be implemented.
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Being a new establishment and with so many current competitors both direct and indirect, in order to gain trust from the
market will be providing services better than what is expected
from them.

Brand Positioning

At the start-up phase, C-cube is establishing the product,
which includes the rental service and the value-added services at a lower rate compare to the direct competitors. The reason being located in the neighborhood precinct is to be able
to sustain even when C-CUBE is offering lower rental rates.
With such quality services at a lower value, C-cube will attract
customers with its bargain value.
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Marketing Strategy - Establishment

For the establishment of C-CUBE, the marketing activities are to
intrigue the public’s curiosity towards C-CUBE. This establishment period will last for 7 months, inclusive of 2 months before
the actual launch of C-CUBE.
The informative website is to fill in the answers for viewers and
a marketing tool to attract customers to C-CUBE for the first 2
months before the official launch.
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Marketing Strategy - Stabilization

After establishing for 7 months, C-CUBE aims to further stabilize the brand by having another 7 months of marketing activities. The activities aim to have a result whereby the public will
remember C-CUBE and patronize regularly in the position of a
client or consumer.

26
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According to our TAPP, C-CUBE’s target audience frequent urban
malls and travel via public transport. In order to capture the audience at lower costs, C-CUBE will place all advertising efforts in Ang
Mo Kio. Especially targeting at strategic areas where greater exposure and possible longer viewing duration.
The best possible locations will be 3 strategic bus stops located
around Ang Mo Kio Central and the main walkway in Ang Mo Kio
Central which will lead up to C-CUBE.
These 3 bus stops have the highest amount of commuters waiting
as the number of buses is the most. Sending commuters to all corners of Singapore daily.
However, in order to widen C-CUBE market potential, C-CUBE will
also promote via editorial reviews and the Internet. Considering the
costing and positioning of C-CUBE, the editorial review will be place
in TODAY newspaper. The advantages besides being low cost, also
includes high viewership and mass target audience.

Marketing Strategy

Place

Promotion

Promotional methods for C-CUBE include a wide range. In order to
reduce expenses, C-CUBE will be doing small scale but effective
promotions.
Making use of the Internet will not only be cost effective but also a
good publicity portal whereby the mass market can view from.
As C-CUBE is a service-oriented concept, C-CUBE promotional
item should also deliver the sincerity that C-CUBE wants to present
to the public. Therefore C-CUBE will be giving out self-promote kits
to the target audience, the public and the press.
In order to twitch the public interest in C-CUBE, pre-opening teaser
position outside the storefront and ambient outdoor teasers will be
another effective method in the marketing strategy.
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Sales Strategy

At the start-up phase, C-CUBE will make good use of viral marketing via word of mouth and the Internet.
Friends of C-CUBE’s partners are also targeted audience, therefore will be the initial targets for this viral marketing. Besides influencing them face to face, C-CUBE will adopt the most powerful
portal of the current era – the Internet. Currently Facebook, Blogs,
and a few other similar platforms are most suitable for C-CUBE.
Of course C-CUBE will also have an email blast to all C-CUBE
friends.
In order to increase occupancy rate for the first 3 months of operations, C-CUBE will alias with the nearby secondary schools and
Nanyang Polytechnic to hold entrepreneurship competitions in CCUBE. Although the students are not the primary target audience,
but through this method, not only will increase occupancy rate but
also will indirectly marketed to C-CUBE target audience, such as
their teachers, their parents, neighbors etc.
Not forgetting to sell to our primary target audience, after establishing C-CUBE storefront, C-CUBE will attract clients with 30%
discount for rental for the first 6 months of C-CUBE operations.
Hopefully along with the pre-opening teasers, advertisements and
editorial reviews, this discount offer will help to bring in more clients.
C-CUBE will expect the occupancy rate for the first 6 months to be
less than 50%. With this sales strategy in place, a 35% increase of
occupancy is what C-CUBE hope for as a result.
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The unique selling proposition of C-CUBE is “Be Your Own
Boss” (BYOB). This BYOB concept works in the exact way of
an organization. Bosses in bigger organization only determine
the product they want to lock on and after which delegates the
entire marketing campaign, sale of product and after-sale customer service to their staff. Thus clients of C-CUBE will get to
enjoy such luxury, as C-CUBE is such a package at an affordable price. This package includes:

Online purchasing

is becoming a more convenient way to make purchases, as
consumers are getting busier in the day. Cyber-retailing can increase the sales as consumers can shop anytime anywhere.
This website will be maintained and updated by C-CUBE at no
extra costs.

Unique Selling Propositions

The current direct competitors only provide a display shelf space
in a storefront and a sales team to assist in the sales of items
brought in by the clients. Therefore in order to differentiate CCUBE from the rest, C-CUBE has to emphasize its unique selling proposition.

C-CUBE is implementing the same interface to be used within
its storefront and by the consumers via the Internet. This concept is feasible as all items displayed in C-CUBE will be given a
code number and will be tagged. The interface will be linked to
the database with all the information of the items.
Therefore, the website will be most up to-date and consumers
will not be disappointed to discover the item is no longer available as it will be as of shown on screen.
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strategies will not only increase the interest of consumers but also
can position the product in the market.
Current direct competitors do not restrict their clients in the implementation of their marketing strategies. However, similar to big
department stores, different marketing strategies will differentiate
and position all brands/products within the store.
Hence C-CUBE has a marketing team that identifies the market
segment, the possible collaterals and the appropriate packaging
for its clients. This is because C-CUBE will be expecting the clients to be bringing in items that do not have appropriate packaging. Thus this service will not only increase the sales rate but also
improve the image of the items displayed in C-CUBE.

Goods with guarantee

will increase the confidence of consumers. In the current situation
consumers are having higher expectations for the products they
purchased. Besides that, they also expect to have more flexibility
with their purchases. This is because consumers may have second thoughts about their items.

Unique Selling Propositions

Appropriate marketing

Similar to IKEA, C-CUBE will allow a 30-days return policy for all
purchases. This policy includes terms and conditions such as the
item must be of the condition when sold, the packaging of the
item as well as its tag must still be intact and the exchange in return will be vouchers of C-CUBE of the same value.
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Life is like a box of chocolates...

...The answers lies within the box.
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In order to begin operations, CCUBE will require a funding of
S$100,000 to be used for necessary cash flow problems. This
proposal is to accomplished as
follows:
Owner’s investment from Frankie
Chew and Jeannie Toh of
S$50,000
Commercial loan of S$50,000,
calculated at an average interest
rate of 5% for 4 years

Funding Breakdown:
IStart-up Liabilities
Bank Loan			

S$ 50,000

Start-up expenses details
include:

Start-up Expenses
Utility Deposits		
S$ 1,000
Legal Fees			
S$ 1,000
Advertising			
S$ 30,000
Insurance			
S$ 5,000
Office Supplies		
S$ 2,000
Furnishing			
S$ 8,000
Rental and Deposit
S$ 1,200
Phone line and Broadband
Installation			
S$ 800
Total Expenses		
S$ 49,000
Start-up Assets
Cash in hand		

Financial Plan

Start-up Summary

S$ 51,000

Start-up Expenses
S$ 49,000
Start-up Assets		
S$ 51,000
Total Funding At Start S$ 100,000

Start-up Capital
Frankie Chew		
S$ 25,000
Jeannie Toh		
S$ 25,000
Total Start-up Capital S$ 50,000
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C-CUBE will expect losses for the first 5 months of operations. This is understandable for C-CUBE is a new company and located among its competitors.

Projected Profit and Loss

The following projected profit and loss forecasts are estimations made conservatively in order to be most realistic and reasonable. There will be 2 charts,
which will be 1ST year monthly profit and loss and 5-year profit and loss respectively.
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Financial Plan

Important Assumptions

C-CUBE will only accept cash from its clients.
Rental rates will be paid upfront including a fixed deposit amount.
Commission will be deducted directly from the sales of item.
35

Milestones

C-CUBE had make tangible milestones after reviewing the profit and loss
figures projected. This milestones chart will motivate C-CUBE to work towards the profits targeted each year. C-CUBE believes with attainable goals,
productivity will improve. In the first 5 years of operations, C-CUBE aims to
become the most sought after shelf-space rental store.
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Variable costs will include salaries,
advertising and company supplies.

Fixed costs will include rental, maintenance fees, electricity, government taxes, insurance, the shelves
for rental, and phone and Internet
system.

Although salaries will be a monthly
expense, however C-CUBE will be
relaying on part-time staff at the
start-up phase, thus the amount
will increase and decrease accordingly.

The charges of the mentioned will
remain the same regardless of the
operation hours. Which means
even if C-CUBE is closed for a full
month, the above are still expenses
of the business.
The shelves for rental will depreciate at a rate of S$ 80 per annum.
Therefore the shelves with a value
of S$ 800 for each stack will be
only usable for 9 years running and
an end value of S$ 80.

When C-CUBE is more established and the staffs are on longterm contract, salaries will then be
listed as fixed costs.
The advertising costs will vary from
25% – 30% of the company budget.

Projected Operating Costs

The amount of operations costs will
be divided into two segments that
are fixed costs and variable costs.

The company supplies will increase and decrease according to
the shopping periods. For example
during the Christmas season, CCUBE will be expecting high shopping traffic, thus more office supplies will be expended.
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Fixed Costs

(S$)
14,400
500
6,000
5,000
3,200
900
30,000

Rental (S$ 1,200/mth)
Maintenance fees (S$ 500/p.a.)
Electricity (S$ 500/mth)
Insurance
Shelves for Rental (S$ 800 x 4)
Phone and Internet system		
Total Fixed Costs

Variable Costs

Salaries (2 directors x S$ 3,500)
Salaries (2 part-timers x S$ 5/hr x 40hr/mth x 1 year)
Advertising (30%)
Company Supplies (estimated value)
Total Variable Costs

Total Operation Costs

7,000
4,800
30,000
3,200
45,000

Projected Operating Costs

The following is an estimated operation costs statement for C-CUBE in a 12
months period for the start-up phase.

S$ 75,000
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